
 

2D SHAPE GRABBER v3 

The Shape Property game help children to revise their classification of 2d shapes. It is good for 

developing an understanding of the language associated with 2d shapes, such as acute and 

obtuse angles, as well as words like ‘regular’ or ‘parallel’. This game is especially good for 

revision of the properties – children should alreay be aware of what the properties are before 

playing the game. 

Age Range: 4th grade + 

Number of players: 2-3 

Learning: Properties of 2d shapes. 

You will need 

- A dice 

- A mirror and protractor (optional) 

- A set of 15 counters for each player. Each player will need their own individual color. 

Instructions 

• Player 1 rolls the dice and finds out which property they need to match. 

• Player 1 then chooses any 2d shape on the board which has this property. 

• If they are correct, then they get to place a counter onto this shape. If they are wrong, 
then they cannot place a counter. 

• It is then Player 2’s turn. 

• The winner is the player who has managed to place the most counters when all the 2d 
shapes have been covered. 
 

Variations 

• Alternative winning rule (makes the game shorter): the winner is the first player to place 
3 counters in a row (horizontal, vertical or diagonal). 
 

Example of play 

• Captain rolls a 2 and needs to choose a shape with an acute angle. He chooses the pink 
triangle in the second row. This shape does have an acute angle (in fact it has 3 of them) 
so he gets to place a counter on the shape. 

• Sally rolls a 4 and has to choose a shape with a line of symmetry. She chooses the pink 
hexagon on the bottom row. This shape has a line of symmetry so she gets to place her 
counter on the shape. 

• Captain rolls a 1 and has to choose a regular shape. He chooses the white rhombus on 
the second row. However this shape is not regular, as the angles are not all the same, so 
he does not get to place a counter. 
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1 
is a regular 

shape 

2 
has an acute 

angle 

3 
has a right 

angle 

4 
has a line of 

symmetry 

5 
has an 

obtuse angle 

6 
has parallel 

lines 
 

 

   

    

    

 

   

 
   

 


